Notice No. 21

Delay in Publication of Revised combined merit list and extension of time for online preference (Choices) filling process of newly Register Candidates.

Ref. : Notice No 19 NEET-PG 2020 Dated 15/07/2020

The additional weightage of In-service candidate is not submitted by Directorate of Health Services, Mumbai till 20/07/2020, 05.45pm. In view of this the publication of revised combined merit list is being delayed. The time for online preference (choices) filling process of newly registered candidates is hereby extended till further Notice. Once Revised combined merit list will be published, minimum 6 hours time will be provided for editing of choices. The choices will be locked as per new notice being published in due course and the schedule published in notice no 20 will be modified accordingly. All the concerned should follow website www.mahacet.org for updates.
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